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SIR:

I transmit herewith part I of volume II of the Reports on Agriculture, Sixteenth Decennial Census. Volume II consists of three parts, presenting detailed statistics, respectively, for (1) the Northern States, (2) the Southern States, (3) the Western States.

Provision for the 1940 Agriculture Census was made in the Act providing for the Fifteenth Decennial Census which was approved on June 16, 1929. Data in volume II, comprising the third series Census of Agriculture reports, were first published in a separate bulletin for each of the forty-eight States and the District of Columbia. The reports are the results obtained from a tabulation of the information given by farm operators to census enumerators in a personal canvass in connection with the Sixteenth Decennial Census.

The collection and compilation of these statistics and the preparation of this volume were made under the supervision of Z. R. Pettet, Chief Statistician for Agriculture, with the assistance of Sherman S. Slick, Assistant Chief Statistician, Warder B. Jenkins, Chief of Technical Staff, Hilton E. Robison, Senior Agricultural Statistician, and Irvin Holmes, Senior Statistician.

Acknowledgment is made of the cooperation of representatives of the United States Department of Agriculture and of the Division of Statistical Standards, Bureau of the Budget.

Respectfully,

J. C. CAPT,
Director of the Census

Hon. JESSE H. JONES,
Secretary of Commeres
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United States Summary Bulletin.—Statistics for the United States, Geographic Divisions, and States in Condensed Form as Follows:
First Series Summary—Number of Farms, Uses of Land, Values, Principal Classes of Livestock and Livestock Products; and Specified Crops Harvested.
Second Series Summary—Farms Mortgages, Taxes, Labor, Expenditures, and Miscellaneous Farm Information; Cows and Milch; and Fruits, Vegetables, and Minor Crops.
Third Series Summary—Value of Farm Products, Farms Classified by Major Source of Income, and Farms Classified by Total Value of Products.
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Irrigation of Agricultural Lands.—Statistics by Counties and by Drainage Basins for 20 Irrigation States and a Summary for the United States.
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VOLUME II

This volume is composed of three parts with the States arranged by Sections and Geographic Divisions as follows:

Part 1—THE NORTHERN STATES
New England Division:
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Middle Atlantic Division:
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
East North Central Division:
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin

Part 2—THE SOUTHERN STATES
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia
West Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
East South Central Division:
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi

Part 3—THE WESTERN STATES
Mountain Division:
Montana
Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada
Pacific Division:
Washington
Oregon
California

Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas
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## PART I.—THE NORTHERN STATES
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1. State tables 1 to 17, inclusive, and county tables 1 to XV, inclusive, appear in Volume I of the Reports on Agriculture.